204	NOTES ON CHAPTER VIII
5.	" Breathing Gods name "   refers  not  to  the name Ram
but to the tripartite syllable om, which stands for a~u-m ;   it
represents God in the most comprehensive form.    G. J.
Here we have the Hindu doctrine of the efficacy of the Holy
Name—the Name of God—as a prayer.    The note reads as if
Marshall obtained his information from a jogl who had been a
student   of   the   Yogi   Philosophy.    See   Lalla   the   Prophetess
pp. 167 ff.    R. C. T.
 6.	The Hindustani quotation  here,  a very  common saying
in   Northern   India,   is   in   Muhammadan   terms.    Khuda  is  a
Muhammadan not a Hindu word for God.    Perhaps Marshall's
Hindu teachers used Khuda all the way through so that he might
understand them.    R. C. T.
 7.	This  is  a  confused  reference  to  the   doctrine  of trans-
migration.    R. C. T.
 8.	The idea here that pain is illusory seems to refer to the
general  Hindu   doctrine  of  Maya,   Illusion—that  the  tangible
world is illusory.    See Lalla the Prophetess, p. 21.    R. C. T.
 9.	The five " Boots " (bhuta) are not " Devills," but the five
rudimentary substances,  Earth,  Water,  Air,   Fire,  Ether.    See
No. 32 below.    G. J.
The paragraph is a partial statement of two doctrines : (i) of
the five bhuta, spirits, of material life in the Sankhya-Yoga
Philosophy. They are part of the (25 to 36) tattva or stages in
the evolution of the Universe ; (2) of the unlimited universal
soul as distinguished from the limited individual soul. For an
explanation of the doctrines see Lalla the Prophetess, pp. 29, 58,
114, 119, 124, 147. R. C. T,
10.	(a) The   statement   is   a   garbled   version   of   something
Marshall was told about Brahma and the doctrine of Sakti, the
female principle in evolution,    R. C. T.
Marshall's translation is incorrect. Brahma does not mean
" made by God " but " grown out (of God)." G. J,
(&) This is a jumble of several legends of Origin. The " 8
persons preserved in the Flood " are probably Marshall's own
addition from Christian lore. R. C. T.
(c) Shastra (shdstra, treatise) is a generic term for the Hindu
Scriptures or Sacred Books. The tortoise is one of the avataw
or incarnations of Vishnu. R. C. T.
Marshall has confused " fish " with " tortoise " (kachhwty,
The two are distinct manifestations of God. G. J.
11.	(a) The Hindu doctor was not referring to Noah's Flood,
which is a Mesopotamian legend, but to a " dissolution " of the
universe according to Hindu Philosophy (see Lalla the Prophetess,

